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Technical Objectives

The overarching goal of this project is the creation of the leading computational chemistry
workbench, making the premier computational chemistry codes and databases easily accessible to chemistry practitioners. This will be accomplished by creating an open, extensible
application framework that puts computational tools, data, and domain-specific knowledge
at the fingertips of chemists. A data-centric approach to chemistry, storing all data in a
searchable database, will empower users to efficiently collaborate, innovate, and push the
frontiers of research.
As the power of our computational resources grows, computational chemists face a growing discrepancy between our ability to run calculations/simulations and our ability to meaningfully store, search, retrieve and analyze data. As the sophistication of the computational
codes grow and access to powerful computational resources becomes more commonplace,
there is an increasingly steep learning curve to effectively using new computational tools and
analyzing their output. Our objective is to make the lives of computational chemists easier
by making these tools accessible to a wider range of chemists. The specific goals of the Phase
II project are outlined below, and summarized in Figure 1.
• Develop an extensible, plugin-based, flexible chemistry application and library
• Develop an application for easily using HPC resources from desktop applications
• Develop a specialized desktop database application for chemical information
• Develop chemistry specific analysis and visualization techniques
• Develop a specialized file format capable of storing large data
• Develop a library for injesting and calculating electronic structure
• Develop a “chemistry workbench” offering state-of-the-art tools to the community
Kitware has been very successful for more than a decade by building collaborative innovation platforms that allow us to work with the best research groups in the world to leverage
their research and development. This framework will position us to be able to pursue fruitful
collaborations in chemistry and several other related areas.

2

Work Summary

This section summarizes the work done in the first year of a two-year Phase II project, with
discussion of progress made thus far in achieving the overall goals of the project, as outlined
in the proposal referenced. This project involves three major areas of development (shown
in Figure 1), with several open source projects supporting the work (shown in Figure 2).
The projects shown in Figure 2 summarize those being developed or extended as part of
this project, with an indication of application domain and type. There are three user facing
graphical applications that are aimed at being used from the desktop to do research in the
broad area of computational chemistry: Avogadro, ChemData, and MoleQueue. Each of
Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Figure 1: Open Chemistry workflow, with Open Chemistry applications filling the roles
in green, and the flow of data indicated by arrows.

Figure 2: Open Chemistry projects grouped by basic dependency and application area.
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these applications is specialized to deal with distinct domains, but designed to be used in
unison with the other applications.
These projects build upon existing libraries where possible. All three are written in
C++, make use of several cross-platform, open source libraries, such as Qt[1] and CMake,[2, 3]
in order to build on many platforms. In addition to the more generic libraries and tools,
several specialized libraries are also being developed or extended in order to support the
Open Chemistry work. The VTK project[4–6] is one of the oldest C++ visualization libraries
still actively developed, and is one of Kitware’s core projects. It has being augmented with
additional chemical data structures and visualization types that complement the existing
visualization approaches in order to make it a more compelling choice for chemists. It
sits between the GUI/visualization libraries and the core/command line in where it can
be deployed and used—featuring both data pipeline, CPU or GPU rendering and parallel
techniques— for data analysis and reduction.
The Chemkit, AvogadroLibs and OpenQube components provide the majority of the
chemistry-specific functionalities necessary, such as standard descriptors, file formats, force
fields, data structures, algorithms, and post-processing calculations on computational chemistry output files. In addition to new functionality developed in these libraries, the Open
Babel[7, 8] and RDKit[9] libraries can also be used; for example, in the generation of 2D
chemical structure depiction in batch mode and file format support/conversion.

2.1

Software Process and Project Dissemination

The Open Chemistry applications and libraries[10] are developed as independent projects
grouped under the Open Chemistry project, with a community site at http://www.openchemistry.
org/. Many open source projects use a somewhat standard software process,[11] which has
been adopted in a slightly modified form for the Open Chemistry projects (Figure 3).
Several key resources have been put in place for the projects:
• Community website dedicated to Open Chemistry projects
• Git source code repositories (Kitware, mirrored to Github and Gitorious)
• Online code review tool (Gerrit)
• Online software quality dashboards (CDash)
• Community wiki pages (MediaWiki)
• Bug tracking and project management tools
• Mailing lists
The community website (Figure 4) acts as an entry point to the project, and gives a brief
introduction to the projects with links to specific resources. The projects use non-reciprocal
BSD license and distributed version control (Git) in order to enable customization of private
branches and shared open branches. Git also gives us to ability to mirror the code base be
be mirrored in multiple locations, with full access to the history and private mirrors possible
within organizational units.
Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Figure 3: The software process used for Open Chemistry projects.

Figure 4: The Open Chemistry homepage.
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The Gerrit code review system,[12] developed by Google as an open-source project for the
Android operating system, enabling online review of code submissions from anyone while
retaining control of what code is accepted into the code base. This has been combined with
nightly software build testing on all three major platforms for merged code and testing of
proposed changes using CDash@Home[13] (an open-source project developed at Kitware to
address the need for testing arbitrary branches automatically). This level of automation
gives Open Chemistry projects the ability to maintain high code quality, and reviewers are
free to focus on verification of code correctness while the automated systems assure that
portable code that works on all major platforms.
The projects are in several independent repositories which are then included in an Open
Chemistry repository that is capable of building all of the projects and their major dependencies on the major platforms (Linux, Windows and Mac). The Open Chemistry repository
provides an easy entry point for new developers, and using CDash with nightly testing provides binaries for Windows and Mac that are automatically generated every night. These
are available both on the dashboard and on a site set up to help users find the appropriate
binaries.

2.2

Data Models and Communication Strategies

Early on in the development of the project, the Javascript Object Notation (JSON) format[14]
was settled upon for simple serialization/deserialization of data and inter-process communication. The JSON format is an extremely simple industry standard being increasingly used
in places where formats such as XML were once used. It has the distinct advantage of being
a very simple format that is possible to parse easily, and has support in a diverse array of
programming languages from compiled languages such as C, C++ and Fortran through to
Java, Python, Perl, and JavaScript.
At its core, the JSON data structure consists of key/value pairs and ordered lists. Both
concepts are universal to most programming languages, enabling a great deal of freedom in
language choice for data exchange. There are several C++ JSON libraries available, and
two were chosen for use in the Open Chemistry project—JsonCpp which is a very small MIT
licensed library using only STL, and Qt 5’s JSON classes which were backported to Qt 4.8
to enable its use in Qt 4.8 and Qt 5.0 based projects. The Python language also has native
support for JSON data structures using dictionaries, and JavaScript also has good support.
The MongoDB project[15] was chosen as a scalable NoSQL data store for the cheminformatics components of this work. The MongoDB project uses a binary form of JSON called
BSON,[16] which follows many of the same principles as JSON, but stores data in raw binary
and has optimized the data structures to support fast reading and writing of documents.
This means that moving data from the backend data store to applications and over interprocess communication channels is a very easy process. Several libraries are also available
with native BSON support, such as C, C++, and Python. BSON has the distinct advantage of IO speed and the ability to store raw binary data, such as PNG images, binary file
fragments etc with binary data length encoded in the standard representation and support
for most basic types.
The use of JSON and BSON in these projects also prompted the development of a
JSON/BSON data model to represent chemical structures. This was developed to mirror
Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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many of the structures already developed for the Chemical Markup Language, and translation between the two formats should be lossless. They are both extensible formats building
on widely-accepted industry standard data exchange formats. Neither is especially suited to
very large data, but can be coupled with a separate binary data store to give semantically
rich data documents that point to larger blobs of binary data when appropriate. An example
of a small structure in Chemical JSON:
{
” chemical json ” : 0 ,
”name” : ” e t h a n e ” ,
” i n c h i ” : ” 1/C2H6/ c1 −2/h1−2H3” ,
” f o r m u l a ” : ”C 2 H 6 ” ,
” atoms ” : {
” elements ” : {
”number” : [ 1 ,
6,
1,
1,
6,
1,
},
” coords ” : {
” 3d” : [ 1 . 1 8 5 0 8 0 , −0.003838 , 0 . 9 8 7 5 2 4 ,
0 . 7 5 1 6 2 1 , −0.022441 , −0.020839 ,
1 . 1 6 6 9 2 9 , 0 . 8 3 3 0 1 5 , −0.569312 ,
1 . 1 1 5 5 1 9 , −0.932892 , −0.514525 ,
−0.751587 , 0 . 0 2 2 4 9 6 , 0 . 0 2 0 8 9 1 ,
−1.166882 , −0.833372 , 0 . 5 6 8 6 9 9 ,
−1.115691 , 0 . 9 3 2 6 0 8 , 0 . 5 1 5 0 8 2 ,
−1.184988 , 0 . 0 0 4 4 2 4 , −0.987522 ]
}
},
” bonds ” : {
” connections ” : {
” index ” : [ 0 , 1 ,
1, 2,
1, 3,
1, 4,
4, 5,
4, 6,
4, 7 ]
},
” order ” : [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ]
},
” properties ” : {
” molecular weight ” : 30.0690 ,
” m e l t i n g p o i n t ” : −172 ,
” b o i l i n g p o i n t ” : −88
}

1,

1 ]

}

The key names map well to the XML nodes in CML documents,[17] and this structure can
easily be stored directly in MongoDB as a document (or object within a document) or passed
between processes as JSON. Readers can check for the existence of known keys, and JSON
documents can be built up by various subroutines using a simple in-memory model.

Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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ChemData

The ChemData application is developed using C++, Qt, MongoDB and VTK, with some of
its cheminformatics functionality coming from Open Babel and Chemkit. This application
is focused on facilitating the deposition of chemical data in a scalable database, adding
various properties to the molecules, and facilitating the dynamic visualization and analysis
of aggregate data. It has been generalized to support connections to different MongoDB
database servers, including the use of shared servers, in the cases where very large databases
are required.

Figure 5: The scatter plot matrix view showing multiple .

The range of charts available has been extended to include simple histograms and scatter plots, through to multivariate visualization techniques such as parallel coordinates and
scatter plot matrices (which combine scatter plots for multiple dimensions, along with population histograms for each variable and linked selections, shown in Figure 5). The charts
make use of VTK’s selection linking functionality that enables users to make and visualize
subsets of the data in many different views and representations, as shown in Figure 6.
The use of molecule fingerprinting techniques gives the database the ability to be searched
by similarity to a desired structure, as well as enabling queries on chemical name, tag,
and other properties. These results can then be viewed in the different data display views
available in order further inspect the selected subset of data or do further calculations/export.
Many of the charts in the application feature intelligent tooltips that display the 2D
structure along with the IUPAC name, as shown in Figure 7. Network connectivity views
Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Figure 6: Linked selection in several charts and the table view in ChemData.

Figure 7: Custom tooltips in scatter plots displaying the 2D structure and IUPAC name
of the point under the cursor.

Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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based both on fingerprint and structural similarity enable users to view the overall relatedness
of compounds in the database. The K-means clustering view displays descriptor values using
3D charts and groups them based on similarity (See Figure 8); the view features interaction
(panning, zooming, etc), and the clustering parameters can be modified.

Figure 8: K-means clustering view in ChemData.

Large data sets can be imported using simple Python scripts, or with graphical tools such
as the CSV importer in the application. In addition to the desktop functionality, a prototype
web application has been developed which shows the data from the same MongoDB store
using modern web techniques coupled with the ParaViewWeb framework to give any user
read-only access to the data, and the ability to visualize basic 2D and 3D structure (with
interaction for the 3D visualization).
In addition to the charts and table view a detailed dialog is available once a single
molecule has been selected, as shown in Figure 9; this gives further details on the structure,
such as InChI and SMILES strings. The detailed table views enable the export of structures,
or to directly open the structure in Avogadro. Structures can have multiple tags that are
searchable, and annotations can be saved with notes relevant to the structure.
A collaboration with the Aspuru-Guzik group at Harvard University has also made available a large number of electronic structure calculations. The data set is over 200TB in size,
and an initial 4TB sample has been duplicated for testing and performance benchmarking.
The data set is interesting for the ChemData application as it includes a large number of
small molecule structures that are candidates for organic solar cell materials,[20] with multiple
calculations per structure using different levels of theory and calculation types. A modified
version of Q-Chem was used to perform the calculations on the World Community Grid.[21]
Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Figure 9: The detailed dialog in ChemData for a molecular structure.

2.4

MoleQueue

The MoleQueue application is a C++ Qt application developed to provide an abstraction to
local and remote computational resources. Its functionality is not chemistry-specific, but it is
necessary in order to remove many of the barriers encountered by users attempting to make
use of computational chemistry applications on both the desktop and remote computational
resources.
The project provides two components: a system-tray resident application where remote
and local computational resources are configured to act as a local job dispatch server, and a
client that uses a remote procedure call (RPC) API to stage and submit computational jobs.
The RPC API uses a data structure called JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) to carry data
in a language and architecture independent fashion. This format was chosen due to the vast
array of implementations in virtually every programming language. The JSON RPC 2.0
specification builds upon the JSON data format in order to provide a cross-platform, deviceindependent RPC API that can easily be implemented in any language desired. Finally, the
local socket transport has been chosen due to the security considerations that require local
sockets to follow the same permission model as files on every operating system supported
- only users with access to the users files on the local system can access a local socket to
submit jobs.
It is possible to add further transports, but the communication protocol will remain very
simple and easy to implement. A C++ Qt client library is provided, along with some reference implementations for submitting jobs using the Python language. The JSON-RPC 2.0
specification consists of a protocol identifier string-value pair, request, response, notification,
and error messages. Requests consist of a JSON-RPC message that contains a method key
with a corresponding method name and a params object that contains any method call paDistribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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rameters necessary to complete the request. The client will receive a reply or an error with
an id matching that of the request.
Some simple examples, such as requesting a list of queues and their programs is as simple
as:
{
” jsonrpc ” : ” 2.0 ” ,
”method” : ” l i s t Q u e u e s ” ,
” i d ” : 42
}

The response to this request might look something like this:
{
” jsonrpc ” : ” 2.0 ” ,
” result ”: {
”Diamond” : [
”GAMESS” ,
”MOPAC” ,
” Gaussian ” ,
”NWChem”
],
” Garnet ” : [
”GAMESS” ,
”MOPAC” ,
” Gaussian ” ,
”NWChem”
],
” Local ” : [
”GAMESS” ,
”MOPAC” ,
” Gaussian ” ,
”NWChem”
]
},
” i d ” : 42
}

A slightly more complex RPC call to submit a job using MoleQueue would look as follows:
{
” jsonrpc ” : ” 2.0 ” ,
”method” : ” submitJob ” ,
” params ” : {
” queue ” : ” Garnet ” ,
” program ” : ”GAMESS” ,
” d e s c r i p t i o n ” : ”B3LYP H2O o p t i m i z a t i o n ” ,
” inputFile ” : {
” filename ” : ” job . inp ” ,
” c o n t e n t s ” : ” F u l l c o n t e n t s o f i n p u t f i l e . \ nWill be c r e a t e d i n t h e
working t r e e . ”
}
},
” i d ” : 23
}

Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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This submits a job to the remote queue named “Garnet,” with the program named “GAMESS”.
The description is the string that will show up in the MoleQueue user interface, and the input file is specified by either a full path or a file name and contents string. The response for
a successful submission looks something like the following:
{
” jsonrpc ” : ” 2.0 ” ,
” result ”: {
” moleQueueId ” : 1 7 ,
” w o r k i n g D i r e c t o r y ” : ” /tmp/MoleQueue /17/ ”
},
” i d ” : 23
}

This response object gives a long lived identifier for the job, “moleQueueId,” along with the
working directory where all files will be staged. If there was an error then an error response
will be generated (with an “id” matching that of the request) and an appropriate error, such
as queue or program does not exist. Once a job is submitted, notifications are sent when the
job state changes; for example, from submitted to running, error, completed etc. Each of the
notifications carries the moleQueueId, along with the notification of the job-state change.
It is then possible to act upon these changes. There are also RPC methods to query jobs,
which can give access to remote job identifiers or to cancel an already submitted job.
The MoleQueue application runs in the system tray, and provides a graphical interface
to define remote queues, how to execute programs on those remote queues, and act as an
interface for event logging/current job status on all remote systems to which MoleQueue
has submitted jobs. Figure 10 shows the program configuration dialog; those familiar with
PBS submission scripts should recognize the parameters. A simple keyword substitution is
used to replace keywords specified in the template with job-specific settings. This file will
be constructed upon job submission and uploaded to the remote system. It will submitted
to the batch scheduler, typically using the qsub command or its equivalent. Queue/program
settings can be imported and exported, facilitating the easy set up of queues across sites if
system administrators distribute relevant files with their submission criteria.
In order to be useful on as many high performance computing resources as possible, it was
necessary to implement several secure transport methods. The first of which is SSH (secure
shell) which is an industry standard employed by many of the world’s largest supercomputers
to provide access to computational resources. The MoleQueue application can call a specified
SSH command line client, or make use of the libssh2 library. The main reason for providing
support for both is the lack of Kerberos support in libssh2 and the custom patches applied
by some sites to SSH clients in order to support different challenge-response authentication
techniques. Once a transport has been chosen to support authentication, command dispatch
and file transfer, it is then necessary to support the batch scheduling systems in use on the
HPC resource—primarily Sun Grid Engine and PBS.
Support for SSH and with major batch scheduling systems enables MoleQueue to support
a large range of supercomputers and cloud resources (including Amazon’s EC2 when used
with StarCluster to deploy a Sun Grid Engine cluster on demand). The MoleQueue backends
are abstracted in such a way to allow for many compute resource backends to be added. In
order to take advantage of the HPC resources provided to ERDC researchers, integration with

Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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Figure 10: The program configuration dialog in MoleQueue.

the ezHPC platform was also necessary. This has been accomplished using two approaches,
the first being the more generic SSH transport coupled with PBS, and the second being the
use of the UIT SOAP-like API provided for automated use of HPC resources.
Unfortunately the UIT documentation does not provide enough detail in some instances,
and is incorrect in a few places. Only parts of the HPC access have been modeled in SOAP,
and so it is necessary to manually parse many of the API responses and match them to the
raw PBS response and error codes. Kitware developers have spent significant time using a
combination of traditional SOAP implementations, following documentation, trial-and-error,
and direct communication with ezHPC UIT support staff in order to provide a working
implementation. We have reported several issue/bugs to the UIT support address, and will
continue to work with them to resolve these issues. At this stage, the vast majority of the
core functionality is now implemented, but there are error conditions and event sequences
where the API tokens and data flow remain unclear. Due to the MoleQueue abstraction, it
is possible to use a UIT queue or a direct SSH/PBS queue to dispatch, monitor, and retrieve
results.

2.5

VTK

The Visualization Toolkit (VTK) is a large, open-source, cross-platform toolkit for data
processing and visualization. It has many specialized classes for data processing, informatics,
mathematics, data handling, computational fluid dynamics, geospatial visualization, medical
imaging, charting, volume rendering, and other areas. One area that has not been added to
VTK until now was support for chemical data structures and visualization. Many projects
have used VTK for molecular rendering and visualization, but have had to extend it in their
own applications and have not been able to benefit from built-in support.
Distribution Statement A: Distribution is approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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VTK has been extended with a dedicated chemistry module that provides hardwareaccelerated visualization making use of advanced support for glyphs in order to get maximum performance. Support for standard atom color schemes and the standard molecular
representations have been added. The readers have been augmented to read in secondary
protein structure and use the ribbon rendering representations expected for larger biological
structures. Additional file format support has been added, along with optimizations for
larger structures and interaction.
This means that applications using VTK can benefit from built-in support for chemical
structure visualization, along with all the other visualization techniques and data processing
code present in the library. The 2D visualization techniques have also been extended in
order to better support applications in chemistry, such as custom tooltip support (enabling
2D structures to be displayed in tooltips) and support for multidimensional visualization and
selection. Various additional chart types and support for seamless 2D-to-3D chart transitions
offer more immersive visualization and analysis environments in Open Chemistry applications. The client-server applications using VTK, such as ParaView and ParaViewWeb, can
also benefit from this new functionality and be leveraged in chemical applications.

2.6

Avogadro

The Avogadro project[18] has been developed as a library and desktop application since its
inception. Earlier this year, a paper was published discussing the work that went into the
project leading up to the 1.0 release series,[19] providing a summary of the development
effort. The paper was well received and has increased the profile of the project. After the
paper was released the Avogadro 1.1.0 release was made, which incorporates many of the
improvements developed during this SBIR project. Development in Phase II of the project
has been split between improvements to and stabilization of features in Avogadro 1.1 and
rewriting many of the core data structures and algorithms for Avogadro 2, which will move
from a GPLv2 license to a more liberal BSD license that allows for much wider use in all
sections of government, academia industry, and education.
The Avogadro application is a user-facing application capable of loading, editing and
saving chemical structures and loading/analyzing output from many popular computational
chemistry codes. It is developed as an open-source community project, with input from across
the industry in both research and education. In the latest release of the Avogadro project
(1.1.0) significant new features were added, such as support for directly reading GAMESS-US
log files among other new codes, automated calculation of all molecular orbital intensities in
the background to enable the rapid comparison of orbitals shapes/size, and improved support
for vibrational mode animations. A new crystallography extension was added, providing
significantly improved support for periodic structures. A crystal library was added to the
distribution, along with new builders such as a nanotube builder and chirality inversion.
Since its release on September 12, 2012, there have been nearly 20 000 downloads, with the
project having over 280 000 recorded downloads of released versions.
The Avogadro 1.1 branch continues to be developed, but development efforts have moved
to the 2.0 rewrite (along with porting code). All major contributors agreed to relicense their
contributions under the new BSD license, with a new set of libraries being developed to
serve the next generation of chemical manipulation and visualization tools. In order to serve
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everything from desktop applications to HPC client-server deployments, the libraries have
been developed using a much more modular pattern. In Avogadro 1 there was a single
Avogadro library and an application that linked to it. Avogadro 2 features six libraries at
present, and this number will likely grow over the next few months. This is necessitated
as heavy computation needs to take place on HPC systems with no graphical environment,
whereas the desktop applications needs a range of custom rendering and graphical widgets
in order to be user friendly and easy-to-use.
This has been achieved by building a core library that has very few dependencies, avoiding
any graphical operations. Data structures, core algorithms, and common definitions are
implemented here. A small, focused IO library extends the core library and adds basic file
IO, with new dependencies on JSON and XML parsing libraries, and Boost in order to
efficiently implement core file format support. The HDF5 library is also needed by the IO
library; most other file formats will be translated to these core formats using tools such as
Open Babel, Chemkit, and RDKit.
The rendering data structures, support classes, and code reside in a rendering library
that depends upon the core library, OpenGL and GLEW, but remains largely independent
of the graphical user interface toolkit employed. This opens up the possibility of deploying
the rendering code in a wider variety of environments, but requires integration with Qt in
order to open up windows, handle user interaction, and perform other common tasks. This
is implemented in a Qt OpenGL library that provides customized OpenGL render windows
and related functionality. Finally, the desktop widgets necessary for user interaction without
OpenGL is in a Qt GUI library, to enable reuse in non-OpenGL applications. Plugin location,
loading, and lifetime management are also implemented in the Qt GUI library.
The Avogadro application remains similar to the 1.x version, where a simple Qt application exposes the functionality implemented in the libraries and plugins. This provides
an easy entry point for computational chemists, offering customization of the application
by changing the loaded plugins and/or writing a custom application. Due to the increased
level of modularity deployment in HPC environments of core functionality and/or rendering without bringing along the extra dependencies necessary for the full application paves
the way for client-server computing for chemical data processing. The data structures have
been designed to be minimal yet functional, and enable scalability from small molecules to
extremely large systems.
A fast and lightweight CML reader and writer has been developed using the PugiXML
library for XML parsing, and the HDF5 library for storing large amounts of data in a
compressed binary format. Significant improvements in load time and memory utilization
have been achieved over previous implementations, along with simpler code that can be
more easily extended in the future as more features are required. The CML and HDF5
reader/writer has been developed as part of this project, and discussed with experts in
the field as an approach to creating standards-compliant and scalable formats for use in
chemistry. Converters from other formats are also being developed using two approaches: the
extension of Open Babel which already supports a vast array of formats, and the development
of JUMBO converters in collaboration with others in the field directly to CML.
Significant advances in the rendering model have added support for vertex buffer objects,
vertex and fragment shader programs, and optimized memory layouts for rendering. One of
the largest bottlenecks in the rendering pipeline in chemistry is sphere rendering, this has
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been significantly mitigated through the use of impostor sphere rendering. This approach
uses a point sprite or single quad to represent a sphere, the vertex program applies a billboarding transform to ensure the quad faces the camera and has the correct dimensions in
eye space. The fragment shader then applies lighting equations and an implicit function to
update the depth buffer with the correct values to interact with standard rendering techniques. This leads to a highly optimized rendering scene where only four points per sphere
need by transformed; and sphere ray-tracing equations can be applied on a per pixel basis,
offering not only much improved rendering speed, but pixel perfect sphere boundaries due
to the use of an implicit sphere rather than some approximate triangulation method as is
traditionally used. The results can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Van der Waals rendering using impostor sphere rendering.

Ideally a similar approach would be used for cylinders, but the gains are lower (cylinders
are more complex to model in this way and require less triangles than spheres). Figure 12
shows a typical ball and stick representation, and the seamless joins achieved between the
ray-traces spheres and the triangulated cylinders. Through the use of optimized data structures and vastly improved rendering techniques structures containing hundreds of thousands
of atoms can now be rendered interactively on commodity laptops when in Avogadro 1.x
thousands of atoms would already be displaying performance degradation.
In addition to lower level changes to data structures, rendering and plugins a scalable,
client-server oriented architecture is being developed, yielding fast serialization/deserialization of data and simple migration of objects from one process to another (whether local or
remote). Integration with MoleQueue and ChemData is in progress.
In addition to the previous approach taken to adding new input generators development
of a new methodology is also being explored. Instead of writing a plugin in C++ or Python
using the wrapped API from Avogadro calling a script directly from the Avogadro application
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Figure 12: Ball and stick rendering using impostor spheres and triangulated cylinders.

in a separate process is possible. This suffers from a higher startup cost, but benefits greatly
from the level of simplicity in designing, adding and editing input generators. All molecular
geometry and calculation settings can be passed in using a JSON input to the Python (or
any other process) process, and the generated output can be passed back to the application
using the standard output of the process. Most languages have support for JSON, and can
parse it very efficiently. Calling an independent process removes any issues around consistent
linking of the plugin, licensing issues and complexity of learning a new API. This approach
can be used in combination with the previous approach, with some input file generators
being C++ plugins, and others being implemented in these independent scripts. Should the
plugin crash/be unreliable it will not crash the main application process, and the user can
be informed.

2.7

OpenQube

The OpenQube project began as part of an Avogadro plugin, and was later split out in order
to make it more useful in other applications. It originally contained a minimal molecule data
structure, which has since been ported to reuse the structure implemented in Avogadro::Core.
Support for several additional output file formats, such as GAMESS, GAMESS-UK, and
Molden have been added. Experimental support for CMLComp is also being developed,
with a collaboration between NWChem, Open Chemistry, and community members exploring augmenting NWChem and OpenQube with CMLComp support, and developing new
converters to go from log file formats to the CMLComp format. The CMLComp conven-
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tion is being developed in a larger collaboration, with XML dictionaries being developed to
extend CML for use in computational chemistry.
Further generalization of OpenQube is also taking place, in order to develop a more
widely-applicable and efficient data structure where basis sets can be shared between multiple
atoms, support for UHF as well as RHF and higher order Gaussian type orbital functions.
This work is nearing the stage where it can be merged to the main code base. Plans are
also being made to generalize the parallelization model used in OpenQube; currently only
QtConcurrent is supported, which is an efficient map-reduce functional C++ approach. This
adds a Qt dependency, which can cause complications with HPC platforms. The current
design involves separating out an efficient serial version with re-entrant functions, and adding
additional implementations that make use of OpenMP and Intel’s thread building blocks
library in addition to the existing QtConcurrent implementation. This will add the possibility
of client-server molecular orbital and electron density calculations, which are well suited to
this approach due to the highly CPU bound nature of the calculations.
Additional testing and verification of results is being added to the library, with a simple
command line client to facilitate testing. Output to HDF5 and standard Gaussian cube
formats is planned in the near future to enable command line use without any dependency
on Open Babel (used for Gaussian cube export thus far).

3

Conclusions

The project is on course to achieve all core goals of the proposed project, and has already
prompted several new collaborations that are beginning to see wider impacts in the chemistry community. The three Open Chemistry applications (ChemData, MoleQueue, and
Avogadro) are available in both source and binary form for interested early adopters. The
JSON-RPC 2.0 inter-process communication APIs and common data structures have been
developed to facilitate seamless communication between the loosely coupled components.
The MoleQueue project has already gained some additional funding from an ERDC
PETTT project for use in another application domain, and several National Labs have expressed an interest in integrating MoleQueue in their applications, including a climate modeling project demo. This interest has already led to the addition of successful integration
with several supercomputers and schedulers (in addition to UIT/ezHPC, Sun Grid Engine
and PBS as part of this project). Collaborations with EMSL’s NWChem project and Harvard’s clean energy project have provided multiple viewpoints on current opportunities in the
area for powerful desktop applications in preparing input, integrating with HPC resources
and applying cheminformatics techniques to the indexing and analysis of large numbers of
computational chemistry result sets.
As the project continues into year 2, further collaborations will be developed in order to
gain access to large data sets amenable to client-server visualization and analysis approaches.
The project is on track and poised to become a major project at Kitware, opening up new
business opportunities in both pre- and post-processing of data in HPC based computational
chemistry. Due to the modular implementation, Kitware engineers are exploring novel applications in multi-scale approaches and synergistic activities with other business units. New
application areas in materials science and drug discovery are being explored.
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